6 copies on your Letter Head by the Producer
TO WHOMSOVER IT MAY CONCERN

This is to declare that I/We __________________________________
have
produced
the
film
under
the
Banner
of
M/s.____________________________________. I/We am/are holding the
Copyright Propriety (copyright holder) of the Film _________________________
(Telugu). I/We have not assigned the copyright of the film VCD Rights, DVD
Rights, Internet Rights, Non Theatrical Rights, T.V. Rights, Cable Rights and Air
Borne, Sea Borne Rights or any other rights to any one in India or Overseas.
I/We am/are having absolute right/s over the exhibition and communication of
the film. The film would be released on ____________. A Copy of the Certificate
issued by the Central Board of Film Certification of the said film will be furnished
soon after it is obtained. However, the certificate issued by Central Board of Film
Certification, Hyderabad in respect of Trailer for the purpose of publicity is
enclosed.
I/We am the Member of the Telugu Film Chamber of Commerce (TFCC
NETWORK), and we hereby authorized the representatives of Telugu Film
Chamber of Commerce to look after and to control Video Piracy and to take
steps if anything is detected about the video piracy either through video
cassettes, DVD’s, Internet or in any other form and also we are authorized to
take necessary steps in the matter as and when arisen on our behalf and our
authorized representatives and / or managers are always abide and available for
accompanying with the Telugu Film Chamber of Commerce representatives.

Signature

Stamp paper worth of Rs.100/- to be attested by a Notary
POWER OF ATTORNEY / AUTHORISATION
KNOW ALL MEN by these presents that the I/We _________________________
S/o. __________________________ of Film “___________________________” (Telugu)
M/s.___________________________________________ R/o. at __________________
_______________________________________________________________ do hereby
I _______________________________S/o.________________________, Age “_____”
R/o. at __________________________________________________________________
working with us as _________________ as our lawful authorized attorney / agent for us.
WHEREAS, due to widespread video piracy and infringement of copyright in
violation of the provisions of law pertaining to copyright it is necessary to take effective
steps to detect, identify and prosecute the offenders.
NOW THEREFORE, by this Power of Attorney “_______________” age “_____”
at _________________________________________________________ is hereby
authorized and empowered in respect of feature film “________________________”
(Telugu) to do the following Acts, Deeds and Things, namely:
1. To conduct surveys, gather intelligence about infringement of copyright, detect
and identify person / persons engaged in illegal processing, manufacturing and
distributing pirated video films or record embodying any part of sound tract
associated
with
our
film,
illegally
exhibiting
pirated
film
“__________________________” (Telugu), buying, selling, supplying and letting
on hire such pirated Video Cassetes, VCD’s, DVD’s and or any other medium in
cable networks, video libraries, video parlours studios and shops.
2. To
lodge
complaints
in
respect
our
feature
film
“__________________________” (Telugu) before concerned police authorities
and assist them in conducting raids and anti-piracy operations, investigation and
prosecution of the offenders for violation of the provisions of copyright law,
such as, the Copyright Act, 1957, the Telugu Exhibition of Films on T.V. Screen
through VCR (Regulation) Act, 1993 as amended in 2005, IPC and / or other
intellectual property laws.

3. To initiate and pursue all complaints, file petitions, applications and other
relevant papers on our behalf before the Police or Judicial Authorities and give
evidence whenever necessary.
4. To do all other incidental Acts, deeds and things in furtherance of the above
object or which are necessary for effective prosecution in respect of our feature
film “__________________________” (Telugu).
5. The Principal is bound by the acts of the Agent.
6. This Power of Attorney Holder and Principal hereby undertake, that they are
always available with Telugu Film Chamber of Commerce (TFCC NETWORK), its
authorized the representatives of Telugu Film Chamber of Commerce who look
after “to control Video Piracy” and also abide the acts and deeds done by the
TFCC Video Piracy cell on our behalf and further undertake he Power of
Attorney Holder accompanying along with Telugu Film Chamber of Commerce
representatives as and when required.
In Witness whereof, I __________________________, Proprietor / Managing
Partner/Managing Director of feature film “_____________________” (Telugu) hereby
sign and put the office seal at “Hyderabad” on the day of _____________.

(Signature)
____________
____
(Authorised Person)
Witness:
1.
2.

(Stamp paper worth of Rs.20/- to be attested by a Notary)

AFFIDAVIT
Sub: Registration of Title _____________________ (Telugu) (Language).
1.

__________________________________________S/o_________________aged
About ______________ years, having office ________________________________
_______________________________________________ Proprietor / Mg.Partner /
Mg.Director of M/s.____________________________________________________,
Membership No. _____________________ do hereby solemnly and sincerely
affirm and state on oath as follows:

2. I / We submit that I am a Member of Telugu Film Chamber of Commerce and have
read the Constitution & Bye-Laws of the Telugu Film Chamber of Commerce along
with amendments that were carried out from time to time. I hereby declare that I
would abide by the Rules and Regulations of the said Film Chamber.
3. I / We also undertake to get approval of all Publicity (i.e.Vinyl. / Posters / Wall
Posters/ designs (printed, pasted and vinyl) of publicity in respect of the above
cited film from the Film Chamber and we will abide by the Chambers decision in
case of any violation on our part.
4. Name
of
the
Digital
M/s. _________________________.

Laboratory

/

Laboratory:

5. After censorship of the above mentioned feature film, we will submit the Censor
Certificate to the Film Chamber immediately.
6. After obtaining the Censor Certificate, the category U / UA / A certified by the
Censor Board, we will in incorporate the same in all the publicity designs
accordingly.

7. I / We would like to inform this Chamber that there is no change in the Ownership
of our film and no change in the Constitution of our Firm as on date.
8. I / We hereby declare that the above Telugu feature Film is a straight film /
Dubbing Film / Bilingual film.
9. I / We hereby declare that I would strictly follow the rules of publicity clearance,
which was approved & issued by the Telugu Film Chamber of Commerce. Further,
I / We will submit poster designs of my / our movie for approval for the coming
consecutive weeks also and get the clearance from the Film Chamber from time to
time.
(a) I / We hereby confirm that we will print and use only the Film Chamber approved
designs and as per Censor Board Guidelines from time to time for our Publicity for
the release and after release posters. Any violation regarding this we take all
responsibility and we will abide by any decision and action taken by this Film
Chamber on us.
10. I / we ensure you that the insertion of ‘Pogatraagadam aarogyaniki Haanikaram
Mariyu Cancer Kaarakam’ along with anti smoking / anti liquor symbols in the
posters will be printed as per norms of the Censor Board, if the scene is germane
to theme.
11. I / hereby undertake that I would abide by the action, if any, taken by the Telugu
Film
Chamber of Commerce against me in the event of it finding that I / We
resorted to suppression of material facts or violated the rules stipulated by it in
this regard.
12. I/we, adhere to any clarification or direction of decision issued by the Telugu Film
Chamber of Commerce, if necessitated. The Film Chamber clarification / decision
is final and binding on us. The contents of this Affidavit admitted as irrevocable.

DEPONENT

